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Read lines 26-54. 
 


How does the writer try to make these lines dramatic and exciting?     [10] 
  


This question tests the ability to read with insight and engagement, to make appropriate 


references to texts and to sustain an interpretation. It also tests understanding of linguistic 


and structural devices. 
 


0 marks: nothing worthy of credit. 
 


Give 1 mark to those who make simple comments with occasional reference to the text, or 
copy unselectively. These answers will struggle to engage with the text and/or the question. 


 


Give 2-4 marks, according to quality, to those who make simple comments based on surface 
features of the text, and/or show limited development. These answers may be thin and 
tending to be unselective in their choice of textual material, or use unsupported/inappropriate 
spotting of devices. Better answers will make at least some attempt to address the issue of 
‘how’. 


 


Give 5-7 marks, according to quality, to those who select appropriate material from the text to 
reach a valid response. These answers should engage with the issue of ‘how’, even if they do 
rely on some narrative or spotting of key quotations. 


 


Give 8-10 marks, according to quality, to those who select and explore appropriate material 
from the text, showing insight into the author’s method and use of language. These answers 
should have clarity and coherence and should show insight 


 


Some points: 


 the race starts again with Ollie desperate to stay ahead; 


 a wave knocks him back and the two are now level; 


 Ollie looks tired; 


 Ian drives forward and it is a race again; 


 they collide with a ‘violent thud’; 


 Ian kicks out and Ollie is ‘clutching’ his arm; 


 Ian has the upper hand and shoves him away, thinking he is trying to hold him back; 


 Ollie lunges upwards and Ian is convinced it is all a ‘ploy’; 


 Ollie’s eyes are ‘bright and eager’; 


 the reader is unsure here (is Ollie in trouble or is it a trick?); 


 Ollie’s arms ‘snake’ around Ian and they are dragged down; 


 Ian is convinced he is messing about, trying to win the bet somehow (mention of death); 


 Ian can’t shake him off and they sink ‘like statues’ (heavy/inert); 


 they have been under water for some time (Ian wonders how long Ollie can hold his 
breath); 


 they sink into the ‘blackness’ and they seem to be ‘tied’ together; 


 Ian’s actions are violent (punching and kneeing Ollie) / no playacting; 


 the desperation is clear as ‘friendship no longer counted’ (stark statement / emphatic); 


 Ian ‘treads’ him off to save himself (the instinct for survival overcomes friendship); 


 "trodden under, trodden down"; 


 Ian reaches the surface but he is not in good shape; 


 Ollie is still missing; 


 it crosses his mind that Ollie wasn’t fooling; 


 he still thinks it is a trick and touches the buoy to make sure he has won; 


 he prepares to search for Ollie, although he still thinks it is a joke. 
 


Overview: 


 there is a dramatic reversal in the race; 


 the action is life or death; 


 there is uncertainty; 


 the battle to survive is horrifyingly violent (a battle to survive); 


 a primitive struggle (survival of the fittest); 


 relief that Ian is apparently safe; 


 concern for Ollie; 


 unsure about whether he is playing a prank; 


 the narrative reveals some alarming realities about human nature; 


 the writer exploits an "unreliable" narrator. 
 


This is not a checklist and the question must be marked in levels of response. Look for and 


reward valid alternatives. 


1 2 
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Question 1-3 Response 1



Skims the narrative (lacks detail). Sensible, valid response. Some attempt to address the final paragraph. No elaboration. 







7



Tracks the narrative / responds sensibly. Tries to tackle the final paragraph ( not aware of Ian's moral ambiguity he has a case to answer!)







?


?


1


Question 1-3 Response 3



No response here. Some serious misreading.







(could develop)


7


go on







3



Some selection/response but it is limited







4



Some group of the narrative / some response limited.







no







8


could



Ambitious, intelligent approach. Not totally convincing ( more to the response to Ian than just sympathy)







neat summary


yes


Question 1-3 Response 8







6



Uneven but some understanding / response.Last paragraph (does not see that Ian is not just a figure of sympathy).Some grasp of earlier "brutality"
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Some sequence / a range of valid comments. mostly coherent.







unclear


2



Thin, limited response. uneasy focus. Some misreading







9



Some omissions ( and positioning not always ideal) but this is methodical, thorough and cohesive. 







sequence?


lacks cohesion


3



This answer "spots" quotations (most of which are relevant). However, it lacks any sequence or coherence. Points are isolated. Needs more cohesion. Limited evidence of understanding.







6
lost focus here



A range of valid comments / mostly coherent.







?


?


?


focus?







?


focus?


2


2-4



Uneasy focus on "thoughts and feelings misreads/misinterprets.







10



Concise and totally focused on the text/question. Totally coherent/cohesive. Makes it look effortless.
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Question 1-1 Response 8



Concise/clear/thorough.Focus is excellent.
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SECTION A: 30 marks


Read carefully the passage below. Then answer all the questions which follow.


This passage is about a swimming race in the sea between two friends called Ian and Ollie.
They have known each other for twenty years since university.


‘Ready?’ said Ollie. We were by the first buoy, him with his right hand pressed against 
it, me on the other side with my left.
‘Ready.’
‘Go.’
I didn’t expect a ‘Steady’ in between, but the speed of Ollie’s getaway caught me 
unawares. He was doing breaststroke, and by opting for crawl I should have drawn level, 
but even flat out I failed to close the gap. As it widened, I consoled myself that he’d gone 
off too fast. The second buoy was still a good distance away, with the waves against us, 
but Ollie was coping far better. When he turned and saw how far behind I was, I thought 
he might let up. But winning wasn’t enough for Ollie. He wanted to humiliate me.
With his big hands and long legs, he had the perfect physique for swimming. Whereas I 
fought to stay afloat, he moved smoothly over the surface.
The waves weren’t high but I was shipping water and sinking.
‘Ollie,’ I cried, the race forgotten, terrified I was going under. Panic should have meant 
an adrenalin surge but the gap remained the same and I subsided to a weary doggy-
paddle. Cold and exhausted and resigned to defeat, I closed my eyes to protect them 
from the burning salt. When I opened them again there was Ollie just a couple of yards 
ahead. For a crazy moment I thought my efforts had been rewarded but then I saw he 
was treading water.
Perhaps winning no longer mattered to Ollie because he had proved his point. The sight 
of him bobbing there enraged me. Worse still was his patronising ‘Are you OK, Ian?’ 
when my arms and legs were pure lead.
‘No problem,’ I shouted, swallowing more seawater.
‘You had me worried there.’
‘I’m fine,’ I gasped. ‘There’s the finish line. Let’s go.’
Thumbs up, he turned and swung round, desperate to stay ahead as usual. The wave 
that broke over him as he turned wasn’t huge but it knocked him back. I saw it coming 
and dived below. When I surfaced Ollie was next to me and he looked tired, like me, 
allowing the swell to carry him over the next few waves. I closed my eyes, driving forward, 
almost home.
Ten feet from the finish we collided with a violent thud. I kicked out to get clear but he 
came back at me, clutching my arm. Since I was now the one nearer the finish, I thought 
he’d done it to pull me back and I shoved him away. The shove sent him down and I 
stopped for a second to check he was all right. When he lunged upwards, I saw it had 
been a ploy. His eyes looked bright and eager and he grabbed my arm again. I tried 
to shake him off but his arms snaked around me, dragging us both down. I wanted to 
shout at him to stop messing around, that no bet was worth risking death for, but my 
mouth was shut against the water. I let my body go slack in the hope he’d do the same 
but it didn’t work. We sank like two statues. Surely even Ollie can’t hold his breath much 
longer, I thought. But he kept going down into the blackness, my body tied to his. I 
punched him in the face but the water deadened the blow. I kneed him in the stomach 
but my knee rebounded. Friendship no longer counted.
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With my last dregs of strength, I pushed his neck back until he was underneath me. My 
legs now had my weight behind them and I kicked so that I could tread him down. I trod 
him like grapes until his hands slackened and he floated away, trodden under, trodden 
down.
Back on top, I coughed and gasped, my eyes scorched by salt, my lungs exploding. For 
a time I lay with my head tipped back, feeling the cold water beneath me. Once I got my 
breath back and the blood stopped pounding in my ears, I swung myself upright. Where 
had Ollie gone? It briefly occurred to me he hadn’t been fooling. But it seemed more 
likely he’d pop up and sneakily pip me to the finish. Taking no chances, I paddled the last 
few yards and touched the buoy with the fingers of my right hand.
Looking round, exhausted and triumphant, I could still see no sign. ‘Joke’s over, Ollie, 
where are you?’ I shouted. I took a deep breath and prepared to dive down.
It was then that Rufus broke the water nosing up from the depths like a seal. ‘Here, boy,’ 
I said, as he frantically paddled my way. Normally dogs are good swimmers but Rufus 
was in trouble and the sight of him was more than I could bear. I grabbed him by the 
collar and hauled him upwards. I had little strength left and Rufus was a dead weight, 
his sodden fur dragging him down. By keeping his head above water with one hand and 
paddling with the other, I managed to steer us both towards the shore. Close in, where 
the waves broke, I nearly lost him again. But at last my feet touched bottom and I pushed 
him to the safety of the shingle.
Only then was I free to swing round and scan the sea. Surely Ollie would be visible by 
now. But between the two buoys was green and white water. Nothing else.
I swam out again and searched for as long as I could. Near the second buoy my hopes 
rose as a large black shape appeared. But when I closed on it my hands met wood. Ten 
minutes passed, maybe twenty, maybe more.
I kept expecting Ollie to bob up, against the odds. He’d grab my leg as I clambered 
through the waves. He’d tap me on the shoulder as I put on my clothes. He’d leap from a 
sand hollow as Rufus and I shivered through the dunes. He’d be the one taking the car 
keys from his pocket. The one making the 999 call. The one breaking the news. The one 
holding Daisy as she howled. The one saying he’d done all he could. The one who had 
got home safely. Who’d pulled through. Who’d won. Who’d lived to tell the story.
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Read lines 26-54.


How does the writer try to make these lines dramatic and exciting? [10]1 2
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Choice of narrative writing task – see question paper                  [30]  


 
Content and organisation (15 marks)  
 
0 marks: nothing worthy of credit.  
 
Band 1   1-3 marks  
 


 basic sense of plot and characterisation  


 simple chronological writing predominates  


 narratives may have a beginning and an ending but content is likely to be 
undeveloped  


 paragraphs may be used to show obvious divisions and to group ideas into some 
order and sequence  


 limited range of vocabulary is used with little variation of word choice for meaning 


or effect  
 
Band 2   4-7 marks  
 


 some control of plot and characterisation (e.g. perspective is maintained)  


 narrative is beginning to show evidence of some conscious construction (e.g. 


some appropriate use of dialogue; topic sentences are supported by relevant detail)  


 there is an appropriate beginning and an apt conclusion  


 narrative is developed to engage the reader's interest  


 paragraphs are logically ordered and sequenced  


 there is some range of vocabulary, occasionally selected to create effect or to 


convey precise meaning  
 
Band 3   8-11 marks  
 


 overall the writing is controlled and coherent  


 plot and characterisation are convincingly sustained (e.g. dialogue helps to 


develop character)  


 narrative is organised and sequenced purposefully  


 narrative has shape, pace and detail, engaging the reader's interest  


 detailed content is well organised within and between paragraphs  


 paragraphs of varied length are linked by text connectives and progression is clear  


 there is some use of devices to achieve particular effects  


 there is a range of vocabulary selected to create effect or to convey precise 
meaning  


 
Band 4   12-15 marks  
 


 the writing is developed with originality and imagination  


 plot and characterisation are effectively constructed and sustained  


 material is selected and prioritised to maintain interest  


 narrative is purposefully organised and sequenced and well-paced  


 paragraphs are effectively varied in length and structured to control detail and 
progression  


 cohesion is reinforced by the use of text connectives and other linking devices  


 devices to achieve particular effects are used consciously and effectively  


 a wide range of appropriate, ambitious vocabulary is used to create effect or 


convey precise meaning  


2 1 
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Sentence structure, punctuation and spelling (15 marks)  
 
0 marks: nothing worthy of credit.  
 
Band 1   1-3 marks  


 


 sentences are mostly simple or compound  


 compound sentences are linked or sequenced by conjunctions such as 'and' or 


'so'  


 punctuation (full stops, commas, capital letters to demarcate sentences) is 
attempted where appropriate and with some accuracy  


 the spelling of simple words is usually accurate  


 control of tense and agreement is uneven  


 
 
Band 2   4-7 marks  


 


 sentences are varied and both compound and complex sentences are used  


 there is use of some subordination to achieve clarity and economy  


 some control of a range of punctuation, including the punctuation of direct speech  


 the spelling of simple and polysyllabic words is usually accurate  


 control of tense and agreement is generally secure  


 
 
Band 3   8-11 marks  


 


 a range of grammatical structures is used to vary the length and focus of 


sentences  


 simple, compound and complex sentences are used to achieve particular effects  


 a range of punctuation is used accurately to structure sentences and texts, 


sometimes to create deliberate effects, including parenthetic commas  


 most spelling, including that of irregular words, is usually correct  


 control of tense and agreement is secure  
 
 
Band 4   12-15 marks  


 


 there is appropriate and effective variation of sentence structures  


 there is a sophisticated use of simple, compound and complex sentences to 


achieve particular effects  


 accurate punctuation is used to vary pace, clarify meaning, avoid ambiguity and 


create deliberate effects  


 virtually all spelling, including that of complex irregular words, is correct  


 tense changes are used confidently and purposefully 
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Additional task-specific guidance 


 
Good answers may include some of the following features: 


 


 a clear and coherent perspective (first or third person) 


 a logical structure 


 an evident sense of cohesion with material linked effectively 


 a range of appropriate and well-selected details 


 close and well-selected observation of characters, their appearance and behaviour 
and the interaction between them 


 close observation of body language and the emotions of characters 


 skilful use of dialogue to establish atmosphere and a sense of character 


 some development of reflections on what is experienced or observed by the narrator 


 positioning and establishing a relationship with the reader via devices such as asides, 
statements, questions, humour, active or passive voice 


 ability to move from the general to the particular, observing details precisely and 
individually (such as facial expressions or physical objects) 


 expression is clear and controlled (the best answers will show ambition and 
sophistication in expression as well as accuracy) 


 
 


Less successful answers may be characterised by some of the following features: 


 


 content is thin and/or brief (lacking substance and convincing development) 


 uncertain sense of perspective 


 less secure sense of structure and uncertain or even random sequencing (for 
example, an uneasy sense of chronology) 


 a tendency for details to be handled in isolation with limited sense of linking or 
cohesion 


 physical details described in a generalised, formulaic manner with little development 


 general rather than specific description of characters and a tendency to use 
unconvincing stereotypes 


 limited range of description (for example, no differentiation between people and 
physical details) 


 limited or inappropriate use of dialogue 


 little reflection or development of what is observed 


 very limited awareness of the reader (for example, little use of devices such as 
asides or questions) 


 a tendency for description to stay at the level of the general and lack close, individual 
detail 


 expression lacks fluency and clarity (a tendency to be awkward and limited) 


 errors are basic and/or numerous 
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?


C/O - 5
SSPS - 6



Some control of plot but not really convincing. Uncertain in structure. Uneasy link to title (ending not a good fit).Some clarity / fluency but limited in ambition. Errors are basic.











tenses


S


S







??


?


word
choice?
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S


C/O - 9
SSPS - 9



Some ambition in narrative but not entirely convincing (and not totally coherent). Some ambition in expression too but uneven control. A range of errors.







loose punctuation of direct speech


"







cried
?











14C/O - 8
SSPS - 6



Sticky Note

Narrative is coherent / reasonably controlled. Clear link to title. Limited ambition in vocabulary.Some clarity / fluency in expression. Uneven control (Punctuation is an issue)







awkward







?


15C/O - 8
SSPS - 7



Sticky Note

Some ambition in construction but not totally convincing or consistent in content. Uncertain structure.Quite clear and fluent but uneven control. Awkward in places. Over use of semi-colon. Punctuation uncertain generally. A range of errors. 



Pencil



Pencil



Pencil



Pencil



Pencil



Pencil



Line



Pencil



Pencil



Line



Line







tense











?











23C/O - 13
SSPS - 10



Sticky Note

Coherent narrative. Detail is convincing. Natural / authentic. Some errors but fluent / clear. Decent control.







" "


irony!


fluent







lively/imaginative


(there are worse places!)











22
C/O - 12
SSPS - 10



Sticky Note

Lively and original response (fun for the writer and the reader). Has shape/substance. Vocabulary ambitious. Expression is also ambitious. Clear and fluent but control is uneven (spelling an issue) 



Pencil



Pencil



Oval



Oval



Oval



Oval



Oval











11
C/O - 6
SSPS - 5



Some conscious construction but so limited in development. There is a lot of potential in this story / situation but it doesn't deliver. 







(alone)


tenses







sentences?


?


?


?







6
C/O - 3
SSPS - 3



Very uneasy link to title (confuses medal / metal?).Unconvincing development / limited order and sequence. Uneven control / limited clarity and fluency errors basic / numerous (when legible).
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		Example 3
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		Example 3
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SECTION A: 30 marks


Read carefully the passage below. Then answer all the questions which follow.


This passage is about a swimming race in the sea between two friends called Ian and Ollie.
They have known each other for twenty years since university.


‘Ready?’ said Ollie. We were by the first buoy, him with his right hand pressed against 
it, me on the other side with my left.
‘Ready.’
‘Go.’
I didn’t expect a ‘Steady’ in between, but the speed of Ollie’s getaway caught me 
unawares. He was doing breaststroke, and by opting for crawl I should have drawn level, 
but even flat out I failed to close the gap. As it widened, I consoled myself that he’d gone 
off too fast. The second buoy was still a good distance away, with the waves against us, 
but Ollie was coping far better. When he turned and saw how far behind I was, I thought 
he might let up. But winning wasn’t enough for Ollie. He wanted to humiliate me.
With his big hands and long legs, he had the perfect physique for swimming. Whereas I 
fought to stay afloat, he moved smoothly over the surface.
The waves weren’t high but I was shipping water and sinking.
‘Ollie,’ I cried, the race forgotten, terrified I was going under. Panic should have meant 
an adrenalin surge but the gap remained the same and I subsided to a weary doggy-
paddle. Cold and exhausted and resigned to defeat, I closed my eyes to protect them 
from the burning salt. When I opened them again there was Ollie just a couple of yards 
ahead. For a crazy moment I thought my efforts had been rewarded but then I saw he 
was treading water.
Perhaps winning no longer mattered to Ollie because he had proved his point. The sight 
of him bobbing there enraged me. Worse still was his patronising ‘Are you OK, Ian?’ 
when my arms and legs were pure lead.
‘No problem,’ I shouted, swallowing more seawater.
‘You had me worried there.’
‘I’m fine,’ I gasped. ‘There’s the finish line. Let’s go.’
Thumbs up, he turned and swung round, desperate to stay ahead as usual. The wave 
that broke over him as he turned wasn’t huge but it knocked him back. I saw it coming 
and dived below. When I surfaced Ollie was next to me and he looked tired, like me, 
allowing the swell to carry him over the next few waves. I closed my eyes, driving forward, 
almost home.
Ten feet from the finish we collided with a violent thud. I kicked out to get clear but he 
came back at me, clutching my arm. Since I was now the one nearer the finish, I thought 
he’d done it to pull me back and I shoved him away. The shove sent him down and I 
stopped for a second to check he was all right. When he lunged upwards, I saw it had 
been a ploy. His eyes looked bright and eager and he grabbed my arm again. I tried 
to shake him off but his arms snaked around me, dragging us both down. I wanted to 
shout at him to stop messing around, that no bet was worth risking death for, but my 
mouth was shut against the water. I let my body go slack in the hope he’d do the same 
but it didn’t work. We sank like two statues. Surely even Ollie can’t hold his breath much 
longer, I thought. But he kept going down into the blackness, my body tied to his. I 
punched him in the face but the water deadened the blow. I kneed him in the stomach 
but my knee rebounded. Friendship no longer counted.
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With my last dregs of strength, I pushed his neck back until he was underneath me. My 
legs now had my weight behind them and I kicked so that I could tread him down. I trod 
him like grapes until his hands slackened and he floated away, trodden under, trodden 
down.
Back on top, I coughed and gasped, my eyes scorched by salt, my lungs exploding. For 
a time I lay with my head tipped back, feeling the cold water beneath me. Once I got my 
breath back and the blood stopped pounding in my ears, I swung myself upright. Where 
had Ollie gone? It briefly occurred to me he hadn’t been fooling. But it seemed more 
likely he’d pop up and sneakily pip me to the finish. Taking no chances, I paddled the last 
few yards and touched the buoy with the fingers of my right hand.
Looking round, exhausted and triumphant, I could still see no sign. ‘Joke’s over, Ollie, 
where are you?’ I shouted. I took a deep breath and prepared to dive down.
It was then that Rufus broke the water nosing up from the depths like a seal. ‘Here, boy,’ 
I said, as he frantically paddled my way. Normally dogs are good swimmers but Rufus 
was in trouble and the sight of him was more than I could bear. I grabbed him by the 
collar and hauled him upwards. I had little strength left and Rufus was a dead weight, 
his sodden fur dragging him down. By keeping his head above water with one hand and 
paddling with the other, I managed to steer us both towards the shore. Close in, where 
the waves broke, I nearly lost him again. But at last my feet touched bottom and I pushed 
him to the safety of the shingle.
Only then was I free to swing round and scan the sea. Surely Ollie would be visible by 
now. But between the two buoys was green and white water. Nothing else.
I swam out again and searched for as long as I could. Near the second buoy my hopes 
rose as a large black shape appeared. But when I closed on it my hands met wood. Ten 
minutes passed, maybe twenty, maybe more.
I kept expecting Ollie to bob up, against the odds. He’d grab my leg as I clambered 
through the waves. He’d tap me on the shoulder as I put on my clothes. He’d leap from a 
sand hollow as Rufus and I shivered through the dunes. He’d be the one taking the car 
keys from his pocket. The one making the 999 call. The one breaking the news. The one 
holding Daisy as she howled. The one saying he’d done all he could. The one who had 
got home safely. Who’d pulled through. Who’d won. Who’d lived to tell the story.
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Read lines 1-25.


What is Ian thinking and feeling in these lines? [10]1 1
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SECTION B: 30 marks


In this section you will be assessed for the quality of your writing skills.


Half of the marks are awarded for content and organisation; half of the marks are awarded for 
sentence structure, punctuation and spelling.


You should aim to write between 500-600 words.


Choose one of the following titles for your writing. [30]


Either,


   a) Write a story which ends: She gave a small wave, turned and walked away.


Or,


   b) The Return.


Or, 


   c) Write about a time when you tried to mend something.


Or,


   d) Write a story which begins: We were now late and Mum had started to panic.


Or,


   e) The Medal.


The space below can be used to plan your work.


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.
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GCSE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 


HIGHER TIER UNIT 1 


 Section A (30 marks) 


Read lines 1-25. 


What is Ian thinking and feeling in these lines?  [10] 


This question tests knowledge and use of text and inference/interpretation. 


0 marks: nothing worthy of credit. 


Give 1 mark to those who make simple comments or unsupported assertions with 
occasional reference to the text, or copy unselectively. These answers will struggle to 
engage with the text and/or question. 


Give 2-4 marks, according to quality, to those who make simple comments with 
reference to surface features of the text and/or show limited development. These 
answers may be thin or tending to be unselective in their choice of textual material. 
The focus on the question may be uneasy. 


Give 5-7 marks, according to quality, to those who select appropriate material from 
the text to reach a valid response. These answers should show understanding and 
some cohesion. Better answers should be making valid inferences, and be clearly 
focused on the question. 


Give 8-10 marks according to quality, to those who reach a detailed and well 
considered response. These answers should be thorough as well as perceptive, 
covering a range of points with insight and accuracy. 


Some points: 


 he is surprised by Ollie’s quick ‘getaway’ / shocked;


 he thinks he should be at least level;


 he consoles himself by thinking Ollie has gone off too fast;


 he admits Ollie is coping better with the waves;


 he thinks Ollie might let up when he sees how far behind he is;


 he thinks winning is not enough for Ollie;


 he thinks he wants to humiliate him;


 he thinks Ollie has the ‘perfect physique’ for swimming (contrast of "smooth /
fought");


 he feels he is having to fight to stay afloat;


 he feels terror and panic as he begins to sink;


 he feels weary and cold;


 he is resigned to defeat;


 he thinks for a ‘crazy moment’ that he has caught Ollie but realises he is treading
water;


 he thinks perhaps Ollie has proved his point and given up racing;


 he feels ‘enraged’ by Ollie’s behaviour;


 he feels patronised;


 his arms and legs feel like "lead";


 he is still competitive (insists he is all right) / proud.


This is not a checklist and the question must be marked in levels of response. Look for 


and reward valid alternatives. 


1 1 
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Some relevant selection / mostly factual content with some attempt at "how". Technical devices unhelpful.







misread


2


?


Question 1-2 Response 2



A little relevant selection. Very limited. Some misreading.







unspecific


yes
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Methodical and detailed. Weaves textual detail with a sense of "how" it is done.
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misses 
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Surface detail. Some relevant selection but limited understanding. Distracted by jargon.
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Some insight (beginning to see unreliable narrator)



Could do much more with this
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Some insight and relevant detail. Not always clearly or fully developed. Some missed opportunities. 
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Selects relevant material. Some understanding/explanation.
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Some relevant selection but limited explanation.
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Uneven (not always developed or convincing).A range of valid comments. Some thoughtful moments.
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SECTION A: 30 marks


Read carefully the passage below. Then answer all the questions which follow.


This passage is about a swimming race in the sea between two friends called Ian and Ollie.
They have known each other for twenty years since university.


‘Ready?’ said Ollie. We were by the first buoy, him with his right hand pressed against 
it, me on the other side with my left.
‘Ready.’
‘Go.’
I didn’t expect a ‘Steady’ in between, but the speed of Ollie’s getaway caught me 
unawares. He was doing breaststroke, and by opting for crawl I should have drawn level, 
but even flat out I failed to close the gap. As it widened, I consoled myself that he’d gone 
off too fast. The second buoy was still a good distance away, with the waves against us, 
but Ollie was coping far better. When he turned and saw how far behind I was, I thought 
he might let up. But winning wasn’t enough for Ollie. He wanted to humiliate me.
With his big hands and long legs, he had the perfect physique for swimming. Whereas I 
fought to stay afloat, he moved smoothly over the surface.
The waves weren’t high but I was shipping water and sinking.
‘Ollie,’ I cried, the race forgotten, terrified I was going under. Panic should have meant 
an adrenalin surge but the gap remained the same and I subsided to a weary doggy-
paddle. Cold and exhausted and resigned to defeat, I closed my eyes to protect them 
from the burning salt. When I opened them again there was Ollie just a couple of yards 
ahead. For a crazy moment I thought my efforts had been rewarded but then I saw he 
was treading water.
Perhaps winning no longer mattered to Ollie because he had proved his point. The sight 
of him bobbing there enraged me. Worse still was his patronising ‘Are you OK, Ian?’ 
when my arms and legs were pure lead.
‘No problem,’ I shouted, swallowing more seawater.
‘You had me worried there.’
‘I’m fine,’ I gasped. ‘There’s the finish line. Let’s go.’
Thumbs up, he turned and swung round, desperate to stay ahead as usual. The wave 
that broke over him as he turned wasn’t huge but it knocked him back. I saw it coming 
and dived below. When I surfaced Ollie was next to me and he looked tired, like me, 
allowing the swell to carry him over the next few waves. I closed my eyes, driving forward, 
almost home.
Ten feet from the finish we collided with a violent thud. I kicked out to get clear but he 
came back at me, clutching my arm. Since I was now the one nearer the finish, I thought 
he’d done it to pull me back and I shoved him away. The shove sent him down and I 
stopped for a second to check he was all right. When he lunged upwards, I saw it had 
been a ploy. His eyes looked bright and eager and he grabbed my arm again. I tried 
to shake him off but his arms snaked around me, dragging us both down. I wanted to 
shout at him to stop messing around, that no bet was worth risking death for, but my 
mouth was shut against the water. I let my body go slack in the hope he’d do the same 
but it didn’t work. We sank like two statues. Surely even Ollie can’t hold his breath much 
longer, I thought. But he kept going down into the blackness, my body tied to his. I 
punched him in the face but the water deadened the blow. I kneed him in the stomach 
but my knee rebounded. Friendship no longer counted.
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With my last dregs of strength, I pushed his neck back until he was underneath me. My 
legs now had my weight behind them and I kicked so that I could tread him down. I trod 
him like grapes until his hands slackened and he floated away, trodden under, trodden 
down.
Back on top, I coughed and gasped, my eyes scorched by salt, my lungs exploding. For 
a time I lay with my head tipped back, feeling the cold water beneath me. Once I got my 
breath back and the blood stopped pounding in my ears, I swung myself upright. Where 
had Ollie gone? It briefly occurred to me he hadn’t been fooling. But it seemed more 
likely he’d pop up and sneakily pip me to the finish. Taking no chances, I paddled the last 
few yards and touched the buoy with the fingers of my right hand.
Looking round, exhausted and triumphant, I could still see no sign. ‘Joke’s over, Ollie, 
where are you?’ I shouted. I took a deep breath and prepared to dive down.
It was then that Rufus broke the water nosing up from the depths like a seal. ‘Here, boy,’ 
I said, as he frantically paddled my way. Normally dogs are good swimmers but Rufus 
was in trouble and the sight of him was more than I could bear. I grabbed him by the 
collar and hauled him upwards. I had little strength left and Rufus was a dead weight, 
his sodden fur dragging him down. By keeping his head above water with one hand and 
paddling with the other, I managed to steer us both towards the shore. Close in, where 
the waves broke, I nearly lost him again. But at last my feet touched bottom and I pushed 
him to the safety of the shingle.
Only then was I free to swing round and scan the sea. Surely Ollie would be visible by 
now. But between the two buoys was green and white water. Nothing else.
I swam out again and searched for as long as I could. Near the second buoy my hopes 
rose as a large black shape appeared. But when I closed on it my hands met wood. Ten 
minutes passed, maybe twenty, maybe more.
I kept expecting Ollie to bob up, against the odds. He’d grab my leg as I clambered 
through the waves. He’d tap me on the shoulder as I put on my clothes. He’d leap from a 
sand hollow as Rufus and I shivered through the dunes. He’d be the one taking the car 
keys from his pocket. The one making the 999 call. The one breaking the news. The one 
holding Daisy as she howled. The one saying he’d done all he could. The one who had 
got home safely. Who’d pulled through. Who’d won. Who’d lived to tell the story.
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Read lines 55-73. 


 


  What happens in these lines? How do you react to what happens?    [10] 
 


This question tests the ability to read with insight and engagement, to make 
appropriate references to texts and to sustain an interpretation. 


   


0 marks: nothing worthy of credit. 


 


Give 1 mark to those who make simple comments or unsupported assertions with 


 occasional reference to the text, or copy unselectively.  


 


Give 2-4 marks, according to quality, to those who make simple comments based on 


surface features of the text, and/or just tell the story, with varying degrees of detail 


and accuracy. These answers may be thin or limited in personal response. 


 


Give 5-7 marks, according to quality, to those who select appropriate material from 


the text. These answers should show clear understanding of ‘what happens’ and 


make a valid personal response. 


 


Give 8-10 marks, according to quality, to those who show clear, detailed 


understanding of the text. They should also make a well-considered, assured 


personal response. 


 


What happens? 


 


 Rufus emerges from the water and Ian has to help him; 


 he gets the dog to safety (although Ollie is forgotten for the moment); 


 there is no sign of Ollie and the search is futile; 


 Ian still clings to hope and imagines Ollie appearing; 


 his description of events makes it clear that Ollie has drowned; 


 he imagines a future in which it was Ollie who had survived; 


 Ian’s comments that he had ‘won’ and ‘lived to tell the story’ say it all perhaps. 


 


Reaction? 


  


 surprise when the dog appears; 


 glad that Ian saves the dog; 


 but Ollie is ignored for a time (Ian hero or villain?); 


 increasing concern for Ollie; 


 tragedy at the end (shock/sadness). 


 


 


This is not a checklist and the question must be marked in levels of response. Look 


for and reward valid alternatives. 
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